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Abstract Design and development of an extensible architecture for scalable delivery of live
streaming content to large audience is exposed. It is made by an application level, multicast
overlay network, made by Open Source components, and is independent from any particular
streaming technology or platform architecture. Overlay network nodes can be easily added by
contributing entities, as well as media content sources can.

Introduction Single-server distribution of Live Streaming content to a large audience quickly
encounters processing and bandwidth limitations. A solution is to use multicast routing, which
is not ubiquitously deployed. Alternatively, an application level distribution tree can be built,
and an overlay network de�ned, whose nodes are streaming servers, used for relaying media
packets in a multi-hop delivery strategy. This can be the result of an ad hoc, handmade
con�guration of a geographically dispersed set of splitters, or the result of a peer to peer
architecture deployed at the end-user premises. We prefer to follow a more infrastructure-
based approach instead, retaining however self-con�guration capabilities. Our overlay network
is glued together by a centralized control entity, and communication among entities is done via
a Perl control layer, which abstracts the vendor and platform speci�cness. Di�erent streaming
technologies, such as Apple Darwin Streaming Server [2], and Real Helix Universal Server [3],
have already been integrated in the Content Delivery Network, which is named OpenCDN [1],
due to the Open Source approach followed.

Architecture OpenCDN allows a set of viewers to �nd the nearest server Node by means of
the following architectural entities:

• a web portal where viewers can request a content among those published to the rrdm,
and receive the address of the nearest node where to pick it up;

• a Request Routing and Distribution Manager (rrdm), which collects metadata informa-
tion about available contents, and records Node's capability announcements (see Fig. 1a).
After receiving a request issued at the portal, rrdm orchestrates media distribution
among nodes, and reports to the portal the Node address where to route the viewer
request;
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• a set of Origins, which provides contents, and publishes metadata describing it to the
portal;

• a set of Nodes, hosting a streaming server, whose transport capabilities (i.e. its tech-
nology) are registered to the rrdm, together with the Node intended viewers coverage,
named a footprint. Footprints are expressed by a set of network pre�xes or domain
su�xes, enclosing an equivalent set of viewers addresses, and state the node willingness
of directly serve viewers (LastHop Node), or to allow the transit of content toward a
LastHop node (Transit Node).

Communication within entities is performed by xml-rpc encoding [4].

Operations When a viewer requests some content from the portal, the rrdm is invoked, and
a suitable (for that viewer) set of Nodes is selected, based on footprint informations. Then,
the rrdm (see Fig. 1b)

• determines a suitable FirstHop Transit node which will receive media from the Origin;

• sends a DoRelay request to the FirstHop, also forwarding the list of the remaining
selected nodes;

• waits for an answer, reporting about the LastHop address, to be communicated back to
the portal.

Subsequent requests from nearby viewers, will be directly routed to the already active LastHop.
When the FirstHop receives the DoRelay request, it uses the Nodes list received, for iterating
the request toward NextHop candidates, according to a distributed processing and routing
algorithm.

Proximity and Resiliency Whenever a NextHop Node has to be added along the distribution
chain, multiple candidates may exist. In that case, they are probed in parallel by the originating
Node, by means of an udp packet sweep, which is echoed by destinations. As the answer
latency depends on NextHop proximity and load, the technique �nds the best nearest Node,
and allows to build a topologically-aware overlay network.

During everyday operations, network partitions may occur, and Nodes may go down or be
rebooted. In this case, viewer's playback stops, and probably a request for the content is issued
again, by visiting the portal. Although this request should be served by the same LastHop
that RRDM knows to relay the content already, its address is not immediately returned, but
an enriched udp probe is sent to the LastHop before, asking if the the program is still relayed
well. A negative answer will trigger the start of the distribution setup anew.

Distribution Deployment Fig. 2 illustrates a possible outcome of the distributed delivery
algorithm. A FirstHop Node lies in the same lan-a of the Origin, and directly serves local
viewers. The �rst mile link connecting lan-a to its isp is traversed by a single stream, and
reaches a global Transit node1. A viewer in a remote lan-b or -c receives content from the
LastHop node whose announced footprint encloses the viewer address, and some Regional

1A global Transit has announced a set of footprints which cover the entire Internet.
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Transit Nodes2 may lie in the middle. Intermediate Relay Nodes are chained in a decreasing
footprint size order, re�ecting the way in which udp probes are sequenced. If no LastHop
Node designated for serving a viewer request, is yet relaying the content, but an intermediate
Node whose footprint enclose the viewer address is, a new distribution path will depart from
the latter.

When a viewer in lan-d wishes to join the streaming, he is directed to a Regional LastHop3,
if one exists. If more viewers form lan-d also like to join, their last mile link may become
congested: in this case, the extensible solution o�ered by OpenCDN is simply to con�gure a
LastHop Node in lan-d, announcing as footprint that subnet pre�x.

Results and Future OpenCDN started as a TERENA Task Force area [5, 6], and has received
a number of expressions of interest; the code can be freely downloaded from its home page [1],
where a public rrdm and portal can also be found. Interested people and organizations can
freely adhere to OpenCDN, by registering their Nodes and Origins to the public rrdm, and
experimenting in that way its simple extensibility. Two streaming technologies are already
supported, and a third soon could be. Some other forthcoming features, are

• extension of the role of OpenCDN Origins to Video Conferencing MCU entities;

• use of a common metadata format for integration of existing repositories and IMG;

• adoption of an authentication and authorization infrastructure.

Vitae Alessandro Falaschi is researcher on telecommunications engineering at La Sapienza
University of Rome, and his interests span from digital communications to multimedia and
multicast. He is a member of Terena TF-VVC, where is involved in the development, testing
and roll-out of an Open Source Content Delivery Network software architecture for scalable
Internet live streaming.
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2A regional Transit may have just announced a footprint set whose coverage is regional, or a global footprint,
with a resolution �ner than that announced by the global transit.

3A regional (or global) LastHop can be seen as a last-resort resource, as its presence is in contradiction with
the OpenCDN distributed philosophy, but it allows for a smooth migration path from the single-server
concept.
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Figure 1: Capabilities registration and operational sequence
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Figure 2: OpenCDN deployment scenario
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